D3 WT Presidents Cup Pan American Region 2022
SUN 21 AUG 2022
Men -87kg Contestants: 6

Quarterfinals

(1) MARTINS Icaro Migu BRA
(5) ESQUIVEL Juan MEX
(4) LLANOS Hanssel USA

Semifinals

(3) RODRIGUEZ Michael USA
(x) FINDLEY William USA

Final

(2) SALAZAR Bryan MEX

Classification
D3 WT Presidents Cup Pan American Region 2022
SUN 21 AUG 2022
Men -54kg Contestants: 13

Round of 16 - Quarterfinals - Semifinals - Final - Semifinals - Quarterfinals - Round of 16

(1) MELO Paulo BRA - (9) RODRIGUEZ Lester USA - (8) PAVONE Hunter USA - (5) CRUZ Kariel PUR - (x) KELLEY Samuel USA - (x) GONZALEZ-CAMPOS Lu PUR - (4) NORZAGARAY-GARCIA USA - (3) MORENO Andres COL

Classification

(x)Seed  PFT: Win by Final score  GDP: Win by Golden points  WDR: Win by Withdrawal  PUN: Win by Punitive declaration  DDB: Double disqualification for Unsportsmanlike behavior  DDQ: Double Disqualification  DDO: Double Disqualification
### D3 WT Presidents Cup Pan American Region 2022

**SUN 21 AUG 2022**

**Women -73kg Contestants: 3**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Semifinals</th>
<th>Final</th>
<th>Semifinals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) GORMAN-SHORE Madel USA</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>(2) MORAIS Ana BRA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(x) SHIPMAN Aliyah HAI</td>
<td>110</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Legend**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>xSeed</td>
<td>PFT: Win by Final score</td>
<td>GDP: Win by Golden points</td>
<td>WDR: Win by Withdrawal</td>
<td>PUN: Win by Punitive declaration</td>
<td>DDB: Double disqualification for Unsportsmanlike behavior</td>
<td>DDO: Double Disqualification</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
D3 WT Presidents Cup Pan American Region 2022
SUN 21 AUG 2022
Women -67kg Contestants: 8

Quarterfinals

Semifinals

Final

Quarterfinals

Classification

LEGEND
RSC: Win by Referee stops contest
PTG: Win by Point gap
SUP: Win by Superiority
DSQ: Win by Disqualification
DQB: Win by Disqualification for Unsportsmanlike behavior
WDR: Win by Withdrawal
PUN: Win by Punitive declaration
DDB: Double disqualification for Unsportsmanlike behavior
DWR: Win by double Withdrawal
(x)Seed
PFT: Win by Final score
GDP: Win by Golden points
(x)Seed
WDR: Win by Withdrawal
PUN: Win by Punitive declaration
DDB: Double disqualification for Unsportsmanlike behavior
DWR: Win by double Withdrawal
R: Round
(x)Seed
PFT: Win by Final score
GDP: Win by Golden points
(x)Seed
WDR: Win by Withdrawal
PUN: Win by Punitive declaration
DDB: Double disqualification for Unsportsmanlike behavior
DWR: Win by double Withdrawal
R: Round

(x)Seed
PFT: Win by Final score
GDP: Win by Golden points
(x)Seed
WDR: Win by Withdrawal
PUN: Win by Punitive declaration
DDB: Double disqualification for Unsportsmanlike behavior
DWR: Win by double Withdrawal
R: Round

(x)Seed
PFT: Win by Final score
GDP: Win by Golden points
(x)Seed
WDR: Win by Withdrawal
PUN: Win by Punitive declaration
DDB: Double disqualification for Unsportsmanlike behavior
DWR: Win by double Withdrawal
R: Round

(x)Seed
PFT: Win by Final score
GDP: Win by Golden points
(x)Seed
WDR: Win by Withdrawal
PUN: Win by Punitive declaration
DDB: Double disqualification for Unsportsmanlike behavior
DWR: Win by double Withdrawal
R: Round

(x)Seed
PFT: Win by Final score
GDP: Win by Golden points
(x)Seed
WDR: Win by Withdrawal
PUN: Win by Punitive declaration
DDB: Double disqualification for Unsportsmanlike behavior
DWR: Win by double Withdrawal
R: Round

(x)Seed
PFT: Win by Final score
GDP: Win by Golden points
(x)Seed
WDR: Win by Withdrawal
PUN: Win by Punitive declaration
DDB: Double disqualification for Unsportsmanlike behavior
DWR: Win by double Withdrawal
R: Round

(x)Seed
PFT: Win by Final score
GDP: Win by Golden points
(x)Seed
WDR: Win by Withdrawal
PUN: Win by Punitive declaration
DDB: Double disqualification for Unsportsmanlike behavior
DWR: Win by double Withdrawal
R: Round

(x)Seed
PFT: Win by Final score
GDP: Win by Golden points
(x)Seed
WDR: Win by Withdrawal
PUN: Win by Punitive declaration
DDB: Double disqualification for Unsportsmanlike behavior
DWR: Win by double Withdrawal
R: Round

(x)Seed
PFT: Win by Final score
GDP: Win by Golden points
(x)Seed
WDR: Win by Withdrawal
PUN: Win by Punitive declaration
DDB: Double disqualification for Unsportsmanlike behavior
DWR: Win by double Withdrawal
R: Round

(x)Seed
PFT: Win by Final score
GDP: Win by Golden points
(x)Seed
WDR: Win by Withdrawal
PUN: Win by Punitive declaration
DDB: Double disqualification for Unsportsmanlike behavior
DWR: Win by double Withdrawal
R: Round

(x)Seed
PFT: Win by Final score
GDP: Win by Golden points
(x)Seed
WDR: Win by Withdrawal
PUN: Win by Punitive declaration
DDB: Double disqualification for Unsportsmanlike behavior
DWR: Win by double Withdrawal
R: Round

(x)Seed
PFT: Win by Final score
GDP: Win by Golden points
(x)Seed
WDR: Win by Withdrawal
PUN: Win by Punitive declaration
DDB: Double disqualification for Unsportsmanlike behavior
DWR: Win by double Withdrawal
R: Round

(x)Seed
PFT: Win by Final score
GDP: Win by Golden points
(x)Seed
WDR: Win by Withdrawal
PUN: Win by Punitive declaration
DDB: Double disqualification for Unsportsmanlike behavior
DWR: Win by double Withdrawal
R: Round

(x)Seed
PFT: Win by Final score
GDP: Win by Golden points
(x)Seed
WDR: Win by Withdrawal
PUN: Win by Punitive declaration
DDB: Double disqualification for Unsportsmanlike behavior
DWR: Win by double Withdrawal
R: Round

(x)Seed
PFT: Win by Final score
GDP: Win by Golden points
(x)Seed
WDR: Win by Withdrawal
PUN: Win by Punitive declaration
DDB: Double disqualification for Unsportsmanlike behavior
DWR: Win by double Withdrawal
R: Round

(x)Seed
PFT: Win by Final score
GDP: Win by Golden points
(x)Seed
WDR: Win by Withdrawal
PUN: Win by Punitive declaration
DDB: Double disqualification for Unsportsmanlike behavior
DWR: Win by double Withdrawal
R: Round

(x)Seed
PFT: Win by Final score
GDP: Win by Golden points
(x)Seed
WDR: Win by Withdrawal
PUN: Win by Punitive declaration
DDB: Double disqualification for Unsportsmanlike behavior
DWR: Win by double Withdrawal
R: Round

(x)Seed
PFT: Win by Final score
GDP: Win by Golden points
(x)Seed
WDR: Win by Withdrawal
PUN: Win by Punitive declaration
DDB: Double disqualification for Unsportsmanlike behavior
DWR: Win by double Withdrawal
R: Round

(x)Seed
PFT: Win by Final score
GDP: Win by Golden points
(x)Seed
WDR: Win by Withdrawal
PUN: Win by Punitive declaration
DDB: Double disqualification for Unsportsmanlike behavior
DWR: Win by double Withdrawal
R: Round

(x)Seed
PFT: Win by Final score
GDP: Win by Golden points
(x)Seed
WDR: Win by Withdrawal
PUN: Win by Punitive declaration
DDB: Double disqualification for Unsportsmanlike behavior
DWR: Win by double Withdrawal
R: Round
D3 WT Presidents Cup Pan American Region 2022
SUN 21 AUG 2022
Women -62kg Contestants: 15

Round of 16 | Quarterfinals | Semifinals | Final | Semifinals | Quarterfinals | Round of 16
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---

(1) KRAAYEVELD Ashley CAN
(8) DEATON Danica USA
(8) ZOLOTIC Anastasija USA
(5) LECLERC Marianne CAN
(12) SELLAS Jathmarilys PUR
(x) AMIRKHANYAN Mia USA
(4) VELAZQUEZ Itzel MEX

(3) DUMAR Katherine COL
(9) DEATON Danica USA
(8) ZOLOTIC Anastasija USA
(5) LECLERC Marianne CAN
(12) SELLAS Jathmarilys PUR
(x) AMIRKHANYAN Mia USA
(4) VELAZQUEZ Itzel MEX

(1) KRAAYEVELD Ashley CAN
(8) DEATON Danica USA
(8) ZOLOTIC Anastasija USA
(5) LECLERC Marianne CAN
(12) SELLAS Jathmarilys PUR
(x) AMIRKHANYAN Mia USA
(4) VELAZQUEZ Itzel MEX

Classification

LEGEND: RSC: Win by Referee stops contest
PTG: Win by Point gap
SUP: Win by Superiority
D60: Win by Disqualification
DGB: Win by Disqualification for Unsportsmanlike behavior
DWR: Win by double Withdrawal
R: Round
(x)Seed
PFT: Win by Final score
GDP: Win by Golden points
WDR: Win by Withdrawal
PUN: Win by Punitive declaration
DDB: Double disqualification for Unsportsmanlike behavior
DDQ: Double Disqualification